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Types

Dimensions

cover
fabric, leather

Finishes Technical information

Taut lines are a sign of modern elegance: 
the low headboard version of the Wave 
range also incorporates the functionality of 
the moving cushion support. Precision of 
volumes, surfaces and functional accuracy 
of each detail: two support elements in 
chrome-plated steel set directly on the floor 
hide a practical cylinder that enables the bed 
to slide easily.

registered design

Low-Wave  Hannes Wettstein  2007

D

beds taking a single slatted base or 2 individual slatted bases

feet
shiny chrome finish
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H
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L  width
P  length
H  height
H1  bed base height

 1800 70 7/8”   1900 74 3/4”  2000 78 3/4”  QS1800 70 7/8”  KS2150 84 5/8” 
 2300 90 1/2”  2400 94 1/2”                   QS- KS2350 92 1/2”

   860 33 7/8”

  310 12 1/2”

 1600 63”     1700 66 7/8”  1800 70 7/8”  QS1550 61”  KS1950 76 3/4” 
 2000 78 3/4”  2100 70 7/8”             QS-KS2050 80 3/4”

     75 3”           95 3 3/4”    115 4 1/2”

outer dimensions

inner dimensions
L1  width 
P2  length
D  space for 
 insertion of the
 slatted base

Structure

Head rest

Feet

Internal crosspieces

Mattress-base spacer

External removable
slipcovers

Made of solid wood and multi-layered wooden panels 
upholstered with shaped polyurethane and cover in 
double-layer velveteen.

Metallic framework with elastic straps upholstered with 
polyurethane covered in cold moulded foam. Cover in 
double-layer velveteen.

Steel structure covered with polished and varnished 
plastic material. Supports in antiskid plastic.

Varnished metal.

Plastic.

(See enclosed label, referring to the specific slipcover).

LWF16

LWF17

LWF18

fabric version

leather version

beds taking a single slatted base or 2 individual slatted bases LWQS

LW16

LW17

fabric version

leather version

LW18

LWKS


